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All products shown in this catalogue are supplied glazed complete
to full prescription except for ready-made diving products.
Tints, polarised and photochromic lenses are possible as well as
bifocal and progressive lenses where applicable.
Please see our current price list for details of standard lens
materials and any additional extras.
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SWIMMI
Medium Size Swimming Goggle.
CUSTOM GLAZED Rx Lenses in CR39, Polycarbonate or Trivex.
Available in five colours and supplied with a zip carrying case.
Standard Range -10.00 to +10.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00.
Higher powers, tints, polarised and other lens materials are possible.

Dark Purple

Clear Blue

Black

Clear Purple

Clear Turquoise

GANNET
Extra Large Swimming Goggle.
CUSTOM GLAZED Rx Lenses in CR39, Polycarbonate or Trivex.
Available in two colours and supplied with a hard carrying case
Standard Range -10.00 to +10.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00.
Higher powers, tints, polarised and other lens materials are possible.

Extra Large Size
40/32 x 20,22 & 24
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FLASH Childrens Goggles
CUSTOM GLAZED Rx Lenses in CR39 or Polycarbonate.
Standard power range +/-10.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00
Higher powers up to +/-20 may be possible.
Available in two sizes and colours as shown. Featuring a moulded silicone split strap
with 1 Step adjustment for a secure fit, a one piece universal fit bridge and ultra
comfortable, leak-proof TPR polyseal.

Flash Extra Small 2 to 5 yrs

Flash Small 5 yrs and above
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LEADER xRx Junior Goggle
A quality goggle with Hypo-allergenic silicone eye seals and headstrap. Supplied
with an adjustable bridge and carrying case. Standard power range +/-10.00 with
opposite cyls to 6.00. Higher powers are possible.
Colours Black, Blue, Red, Yellow or Pink.

CORMORANT Junior Goggle
This smart junior goggle in blue includes three different nose bridges (S, M, L) and
an adjustable headband to ensure a perfect fit. A plastic carrying case is included.
Standard powers +6/-10 with opposite cyls to 6.00. Higher powers are possible.
Size: 36/25 x 11,16 & 19
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LEADER xRx Adult
A quality goggle with Hypo-allergenic silicone eye seals and headstrap. The unique
lens bevel design ensures a leak-proof fit. Supplied with an adjustable bridge and
carrying case. Standard power range +/-10.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00 and higher
powers are possible.

PROGEAR H20
High quality swimming goggles from the brand that produces the
extremely popular sports safety goggle. Available in 3 colours - Indigo,
Smoke and Violet. A wide range of prescriptions are possible
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SHEARWATER
High quality goggle with special rubber glazing seals to maintain a watertight fit.
Three changeable nose bridges (S, M & L) are supplied for maximum comfort.
Recommended Rx range +6.00 to -10.00 with opposite cyls to 4.0
Higher prescriptions may be possible.
Colours: Transparent Blue or Transparent Black.
Size: 39/26 x 20,22 & 24

SWIMVISION 2
An updated and improved version of the original Swimvision swimming goggle.
Available in medium and large supplied with a fully adjustable headstrap.
Recommended Rx range +6.00 to -10.00 with opposite cyls to 4.0
Higher prescriptions may be possible.
Colours: Transparent Blue, Transparent Black or Crystal.
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AQUAVIZ OTS & OTS PRO Wider vision greater comfort.
Suitable for pool and open water swimming, surfing, canoeing and similar
watersports. Standard power range +/-6.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00. Higher
powers may be possible

Designed following extensive research to provide greater comfort and wider vision
than regular swimming goggles. The mask sits around the eyes distributing pressure
over a wider area and avoids the discomfort often placed on the eye sockets by
regular goggles. Ultra tough polycarbonate lenses block harmful UV and include antifog coating. Supplied complete with an interchangeable prescription insert fitted
with single vision, bifocal or progressive lenses in clear, coloured or polarised forms.

AQUAVIZ OTS - the standard mask in
the range supplied with a clear prescription
insert and mesh carrying bag.
COLOURS
Blue/Silver
Blue White
Purple/White

AQUAVIZ OTS PRO has a scratch
resistant Polycarbonate frame ensuring a
high level of protection from knocks or
impact. Supplied with a matching black
insert and mesh carrying bag.
COLOURS
Black
Black/Orange
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PRESCRIPTION DIVING MASKS
for Professionals and Amateurs
We offer an extensive range of prescription masks.
Type 1 - Ready-Made with spherical power glass lenses approximating the
required prescription fitted in place of the standard plano eyepieces. This
system may be adequate for simple prescriptions.
Type 2 - Bonded Rx - Flat Glass prescription lenses matching the wearers exact
prescription bonded directly to the inside of the face mask. Good vision is
enabled and the bonded unit reduces the chance of fogging. Bifocals are
possible.
Type 3 - Rx Insert - This type of mask utilises a prescription insert which is
glazed to the customers exact prescription ensuring good vision. Prescription
lenses may be CR39, polycarbonate or any suitable material. Bifocals and
varifocals are possible.
Type 4 - Direct Glaze - Glass prescription lenses replace the flat planos at the
front of the goggle. Available only with Seac Sub goggle (see page 12)

READY TO WEAR MASK with SPHERICAL POWER LENSES
-1.00D to -7.00D in 0.50D steps.
Different powers may be ordered for the right and left lenses.
One Step strap adjustment. Hypo-allergenic silicone face skirt and
strap. Available in both junior and adult sizes.
COLOURS: Blue and Red
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AQUAVIZ BTS - SNORKEL & DIVE
Designed for underwater activities up to 150’ depth.
AQUAVIZ BTS
The watertight latex-free hypoallergenic Azion skirt adapts to the face shape for a
comfort and a silicone adjustable twin head strap ensures a secure personalized fit.
Supplied with a clear prescription insert and mesh carrying bag.
COLOURS Blue/Clear & Purple/Clear

AQUAVIZ BTS PRO Shares the same features and attributes as the standard
BTS in a light weight scratch resistant PRO polycarbonate frame. Supplied with a
matching black prescription insert and mesh carrying bag.
COLOUR
Black

INTERCHANGEABLE PRESCRIPTION INSERTS
In Crystal or Black
Designed to fit any of the AQUAVIZ or SPORTVIZ frames
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AQUAVIZ UTS - FREE DIVE & SCUBA

AQUAVIZ UTS PRO A low volume dive mask in a lightweight scratch resistant
PRO polycarbonate frame. The mask is suitable for most face shapes and sizes and
the tempered glass lens is rated for use to 330’ depth. Fitted with a silicone gasket
and twin headstraps providing a comfortable and watertight fit. Supplied with a
matching black prescription insert and protective hard case.
COLOUR
Black
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BONDED GLASS PRESCRIPTION LENSES
We can bond lenses to a suitable mask that you provide (individual
faceplate lenses must be removable for bonding) or we can supply a
similar mask to the one shown below. Optical centres need to be
marked on the faceplate for accurate prescription placement.

XrX DIVE MASK with PRESCRIPTION INSERT
Available in adult and junior sizes. Approximate Rx range +/-6.00 to
4.00 cyl. Other powers may be possible.
COLOURS: Adult Blue or Silver / Junior Blue or Yellow
Adult Colours: Blue or Silver

Junior Colours: Blue or Yellow
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SEAC SUB - Full prescription direct glaze.
This is a high quality mask with a wide Rx range
glazed directly into the frame.
Supplied with standard or high index glass lenses according to power.
Powers -15.00 to +12.00 with opposite cyls to 6.00

PRESCRIPTION RANGE
Sum of Sphere + Cylinder UP TO +/-5.00
Standard Glass Lens
Sum of Sphere + Cylinder OVER +/-5.00
High Index Glass Lens

Ref:12243 Clear/Blue

Ref:12245 Clear Lemon Ref:12247 Black/Black

Made to order and not available as samples.
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Bling
Extreme performance sports goggle
Ideal for watersports.
Frame colours Black and Navy
Size 56/36 x 18

A closed cell foam gasket seals out the elements and ensures a close
facial fit. The vented 6 base Rx adapter fits to the front of the frame
ensuring a wide field of view. EXTRA ADAPTERS can be purchased for
fitting alternative lens types. INCLUDES AS STANDARD: Frame with
head strap, deluxe zipper case, microfibre cleaning cloth and
Polycarbonate or Trivex prescription lenses. Removal of the 6 base
lens rims converts to an 8 base wrapped frame to allow fitting of
ARENA Olympia high curve prescription sports lenses.
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Dirty Dog Curl II
Wetglasses for extreme Watersports

These extreme performance floatable sports goggles have water
escape vents and channels to allow water to flow away from the
lenses. A detachable headband is removeable for wear as stylish
sunglasses. Supplied with case and either polycarbonate or trivex Rx
lenses in clear, polarised, photochromic or photo-polar form.
Frame colours Black and Crystal, Size 61/39 x 18
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